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Commenting in 1972 on her plans for the Third Street parks in downtown
Macon, Georgia, local architect Ellamae Ellis League observed, "We're just trying
to upgrade something we've always had but haven't appreciated." Third Street, at
I8O feet, was one of the widest streets in the United States and featured a series of
center "street parks." Despite League's claim, the Third Street parks, along with the
Mulberry and Poplar Street parks, were neither original features of their respective
streets nor ones that had long been taken for granted. The street parks dated
variously to the I88Os-IgIOs and had attracted ample attention throughout their

history. Macon's three I8O -foot-wide streets, along with Augusta's Broad Street
(165 feet) and Columbus's Broad Street (I64 feet, and later renamed Broadway),
were extraordinarily expansive given the modest size of these cities. Indeed, few
American downtown streets spanned much more than one hundred feet in width.
Notable exceptions included I60 -foot-wide radial boulevards in Washington, DC,
and three short 200-foot-wide streets in downtown Detroit, all designed during
the Federal Period, as well as boulevards inspired by the "City Beautiful" movement
of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, including Benjamin Franklin
Parkway (2 I6 feet) in Philadelphia. At CI feet, Canal Street in New Orleans has
typically been recognized as the nation's widest principal business street.I

From the late nineteenth to the mid-twentieth centuries, citizens in the Georgia
cities grappled over the best uses of their wide downtown streets: The debates

Left: Bicentennial Park, Augusta, GA, 2OI8. Designed by I.M. Pei and completed in I976, Bicentennial
Park gave four blocks of Broad Street the parkway center it never had. Courtgy of/. Mark Souther.
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involved municipal governments, newspapers, merchants, and clubwomen, and
they hinged on matters such as retail trade, civic beauty, tourism, environmental

quality, and racial order. At a time when Augusta, Macon, and Columbus were
still agricultural market towns, some commentators clung to the idea that their

wide streets were best reserved for unloading cotton bales and leaving idle wagons
and teams, but this view lost ground to the emerging sentiment that creating
street-center parks was a progressive step toward modern, beautified downtowns.
"

Following the relegation of the so-called country trade" or wagon trade of
farmers to the periphery of downtowns to enable parkway development in the
early twentieth century, new controversies erupted over plans to reduce or remove

the parkways to facilitate automotive traffic and parking. The debates persisted
until leaders in the three cities reached a consensus in the late I950s that their

wide streets, through dramatic redesigns, might mitigate downtown decline. An
examination of these contests demonstrates that evolving ideas, informed by
social, economic, and technological changes, continually reshaped the relationship

between public spaces and urban society. A close look at how these cities used their
streets also furthers an understanding of how officials and other civic stakeholders
adapted broader city planning principles in smaller cities.3

Situated near the fallline, the head of river navigation that was an important
locus for city building in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, Augusta,
Macon, and Columbus were laid out on a generous, if not grand, scale.4 Savannah
provided a template for the original plans of all three, which featured street grids
that ran parallel and perpendicular to their respective rivers, but none of the cities

carried outjames Oglethorpe's system of wards anchored by central park squares.
Augusta, platted as a garrison town by Noble James in I737 (under a directive

from Oglethorpe), came closest to emulating Savannah's layout. Thomas Heard
Robertson jr. calls the Augusta plan at most "a variation on Oglethorpe's model
layout for a Georgia town," while Thomas D. Wilson, a historian of Savannah's
"Oglethorpe Plan, deemphasizes the similarities. Robertson speculates that
"perhaps frontier Augusta was not quite ready to assume a rigid city form of lots,
parks, and public buildings," adding that its "form evolved over time." In the
original plat, Broad Street constituted a SOO-foot-wide military drill ground,
"
leading the historian Edward J. Cashin to observe that the square coincided with
the major thoroughfare." In preparation for laying out additions to the plan in
I784, Augusta's trustees ordered the narrowing of the street to I65 feet. Seven
years later, a further revision to the plan added the I68 -foot-wide Greene Street,
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which paralleled Broad Street and the Savannah River for approximately two miles.5
Broad Street would later become practically synonymous with downtown Augusta
and be touted as the nation's second-widest principal downtown street.

The original plans for Macon and Columbus followed the Georgia legislature's
appointment of commissioners in the [820s to authorize the platting of streets
in each new city. In I823, a group of five commissioners authorized James Webb

to survey a site for Macon across the Ocmulgee River from Fort Hawkins. Beyond
this fact, the history of Macon's street plan remains shrouded in lore. The Macon
historian John C. Butler posited that one of the commissioners, Oliver Hillhouse
Prince, a Connecticut-born resident of Milledgeville, drew inspiration from
the ancient city of Babylon. Whatever the inspiration, the result was a grid of
squares bounded by alternating I20- and I80 -foot-wide streets and divided into

quarters by alternating ten- and twenty-foot-wide alleys. Cherry Street (I20 feet)
served as the main retail street, but the wider nearby streets lent Macon a spacious
appearance. In addition, through the efforts of the horticulturist Simri Roseanother newcomer from Connecticut-the city planted rows of trees in the centers
and on the sides of Macon's wide streets, starting in I826.6 In 1828, another
commissioner-appointed surveyor, Edward Lloyd Thomas, laid out Columbus in a
grid with its principal thoroughfare, Broad Street, platted I64 feet wide, and other
streets of I32-foot width parallel to the Chattahoochee River and crossed at right
angles by 99- foot-wide streets.7 If Columbus's founders shared Macon's purported
Babylonian inspiration, historians have not recorded it.

Prior to the late nineteenth century, as elsewhere in the United States, the fall
line cities' streets did not exist principally to support either beautification or the

regimented flow of vehicles. High-quality paving was scarce, and it was common
to find random trees, stumps, and other natural obstructions in the rights-of-

way. In addition to conveying wagons and pedestrians and facilitating ceremonial
and commemorative events, streets provided space for public markets, fire sheds,

cisterns, and fountains for watering livestock. In addition, none of the three cities
saw their street widths as inviolable. From time to time, someone argued that
their width was unnecessary for facilitating the flow of people and commerce and

created too large an area to maintain at public expense. In I857, Macon enacted
an ordinance to allow the sale of encroachments to private interests that wished to

extend buildings into the streets. Some people believed that narrowing the streets
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through more systematic encroachment was even a necessary step toward becoming

a metropolis.8

As a result of the waxing "City Beautiful" ideal, parkways became a desired feature
in cities. At that time, the term "parking" meant setting aside a street's center strip
to plant in grass and trees, perhaps with shrubs and flowers. Sometimes such strips
also featured walkways, benches, fountains, and monuments. In short, the term
described activity associated with the City Beautiful and urban park movements.
While beautification was a prime motive, grassing portions of rights-of-way also
offered the practical benefit of reducing the prohibitive costs of maintaining and

improving roadway surfaces.9 This usage became so common that when automobiles
appeared in sufficient numbers to make their temporary storage a problem,
newspapers usually enclosed the word associated with that storage- parking -in
66

I.

quotation marks. The battles that citizens waged over which kind of parking should
be accommodated revealed the broader challenges of answering the question of why
streets existed and for whom.

Macon became the first of the three major Georgia fall line cities to "park" its
widest streets. In I883, the municipal government marked off and grassed the
centers of two blocks of Macon's Poplar Street, adding coping fashioned from
iron pipes donated by a local plumber. It followed by creating street parks on
Mulberry Street in I887-88 and on Third Street in I888-90.~° In local parlance,
these one-block centers became known as "street parks" despite the fact that

they comprised a parkway. In Columbus, the Broad Street parkway had an early
antecedent in a grass plot that citizens cultivated in I888 around a new Confederate
monument several blocks south of the business district, but only in I905 did
the municipal government transform the street's entire length into a parkway.H

Likewise, Augusta's Broad Street had some early, disconnected embellishments
including two decorative fountains and, after I878, a seventy-one-foot-tall

Confederate monument commissioned by the Ladies' Memorial Association.
Beginning in the 1880s, local leaders debated the introduction of a parkway
through downtown. The Augusta Chronicle decried Broad Street's excessive expanse of
minimally improved surface and worried that "it is impossible to give a busy air to

so much space. The paper argued that "parking" the street's center would lend an
"ornamental" aesthetic and make paving more economical.r: Two city councilmen
suggested instead granting encroachment rights to property owners along the
street or marking off space in the center for a new row of commercial buildings
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to create two narrower streets. The Chronicle inveighed against both suggestions as
provincial

"

attempts at "crowding ourselves to look city-like," contending that

Broad Street's width was a worthy asset. The street provided more room for trolley
lines, diminished fire danger, dispersed occasional river floodwaters, facilitated

air circulation in a hot climate, and, along with Greene Street, would become
an attraction known "all over the world."13 Into the I89Os, the Chronicle printed
impassioned calls for "parking" the street's center, including that of the mayor of

nearby Summerville, who chastised Augustans who wanted to mimic northern cities
"

rather than planting unbroken rows of trees with a carpet of green beneath" that

would make Broad Street "the most beautiful and most noted street in the country.
Instead, in I9O4, the city paved the downtown portion of the street from curb to
curb with vitrified brick.14

Perhaps, in addition to concerns that a parkway was out of place in a commercial
center, Mayor Jacob Phinizy's campaign to "park" Greene Street channeled the

3rd St looking Fnqt,
Macon, Ga

Third Street Park, Macon, GA, circa I910. This postcard view, looking north from Poplar Street
in what was named Dunlap Park in 19It, shows the new concrete walkway in the center of the park.

Image CourteD of]. Mark Souther.
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city's beautification impulse away from the business district. Unlike in Columbus
and Macon, whose governments assumed responsibility for materials and labor,
the Augusta municipal government partnered with residents. Beginning in I~OI,
it furnished convict labor to grade, sod, and plant rows of trees; men who lived

on Greene Street spearheaded fundraising for fountains reminiscent of those in
some Savannah squares; and they and their wives planted flowers and shrubs. In
his I9O5 inaugural address, Augusta's next mayor, Richard E. Allen, proclaimed

the completion of the Greene Street parkway, although most of it had yet to be
landscaped.IS

Regardless of their stance on parkways, civic leaders in the fall line cities saw their
widest streets as assets. Commentators in each city boasted about the singularity
of their wide streets and were oddly silent about the presence of similarly wide

streets in the other two cities. For example, in I89I, the Augusta Chronicle effused that

Augusta had "the broadest, handsomest streets in the world."I6 It is unclear whether
they were unduly parochial or feigned ignorance in the interest of boosterism. In
addition to claiming the widest street in the nation, these boosters nurtured the

idea that their cities' streets were features that larger cities coveted. They lauded the
prescience of those who had planned streets with such generous proportions.

Sometimes, melding echoes of longtime southern notions of the South as an
advanced civilization with modern chords of boosterish New South acolytes, they
referenced northern cities, but newspaper editorials and articles more commonly

called attention to the superiority of their city's streets over those in Atlanta.
Although by I900 Atlanta was twice the size of Augusta, four times that of Macon,
and five times that of Columbus, older Georgians could recall a time-just before
the Civil War-when Atlanta was approximately the same size as the fall line cities.
If they could scarcely entertain realistic hopes of besting the "Gate City of the
South," boosters and citizens of Macon, Columbus, and Augusta still sought

bragging rights at the capital's expense in a largely fictive rivalry:7 Civic leaders saw
the value of their widest streets but did not always concur on how best to use them.
The available record of the mid-1890s to mid-I9Ios is richer for Macon, leaving
open to question the degree to which experiences in the three cities aligned during

these two decades. A lively public discourse focused, variously, on exceedingly wide
streets as incomparable assets for economic growth and civic beauty; whether the
streets' widths obviated the need to prohibit obstructions by buildings or structures

in the rights-of-way; who was welcome to occupy or use the streets for purposes
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other than moving traffic; and whether certain wide streets should continue to

facilitate "King Cotton" and the wagon trade.
Macon's effort to encroach upon a large portion of Third Street to attract the
Georgia Democratic convention in I896 presaged later contests over whether
parkways should be preserved. In that year, Macon officials hatched a plan to build a
3,600-seat auditorium in the center of Third Street between Mulberry and Walnut
Streets. The Macon Telegraph editorial department sided with those who feared the
potential loss of the convention, but one letter to the editor expressed an opposing
sentiment that many would invoke in later battles over the street parks: the problem

o f obstructing the view of beautiful trees in the parks from buildings lining the

street. The matter reached a crescendo when the mayor and council assembled at
the street park to break ground. No sooner had their spades disturbed the soil than
an opponent appeared with an injunction in hand. The auditorium plan unraveled,
but Macon still managed to host the convention in an older nearby venue.I8

Physical encroachments of a different sort enjoyed broad favor among Whites. White

women in all three cities decorated the centers of wide streets with Confederate
imagery. w Nowhere was this homage to the Lost Cause more obtrusive than on
Augusta's Broad Street, whose towering marble monument became an immovable
landmark that necessitated a bowing of the dual tracks of the new streetcar line in

I89O. The Augusta Chronicle went so far as to characterize the monument as Augusta's
"civic center. "20 Columbus's Confederate monument was somewhat less imposing
and less centrally located but still occupied the city's principal street. Likewise,
Confederate monuments accented Macon's street parks. The first, the I879 Bibb
County Confederate Monument in the center of the intersection of Mulberry and
Second streets, received its own landscaped square to match the adjacent Mulberry
Street parks when they were added a decade later. 21 In addition, the municipal
government reserved the Third Street parks for annual veterans' reunions, and the
Te/egraph urged planting flowers in the form of the Confederate flag in time for the
I9I2 veterans' reunion. The city did not a dopt that suggestion but did authorize

lunch stands in the parks, which left them so strewn with litter that one Maconite
lamented that the City Beautiful committee "never chirped when they saw barbecue
and lunch stands built on the little grass plots. The use of street parks to enshrine
and celebrate the Lost Cause implicitly staked claim to them as White spaces.22
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Given the fall line cities' large-approximately 40-50 percent-African-American
populations and the proliferation oflim Crow laws and customs across the South.
it is not surprising to find a racial component in contests over the use of their wide

streets. In I907, the Augusta Chronicle expressed concern that the iron railing around
the Confederate monument on Broad Street had become "a roosting place for idle
negroes."23 While no further mention survives of African-Americans' use of the
street centers of Augusta or Columbus, Macon's street parks clearly became racially
contested grounds. A letter from FrankJ. Hutchings to the Macon Telegraph in I929
suggests the pervasiveness and persistence of exclusionary practices in that city's

street parks. In his letter, the Black man lambasted the city's inequitable provision
of services. He noted that Black schools were crumbling and overcrowded, and that

the lack of storm sewers and curbs in the African-American Pleasant Hill section
caused heavy rains to wash away yards, making unpaved edges of streets impassable

for pedestrians. Hutchings added that Black tax dollars helped maintain the parks on
Third Street that African Americans were effectively prohibited from enjoying. 24

The centers of Macon's Mulberry Street had been parked for almost twenty years
when the first recorded mention of racial exclusion appeared in the Telegraph. In
july I9O6, Tom Cullis, a delegate to the Negro Knights of Pythias convention,
was walking through downtown Macon, enjoying peanuts and pink lemonade as
he admired the city's buildings. As he approached the foot of Mulberry Street
at Fourth Street, Cullis strode across the center park and was soon approached
by a policeman . Frightened , he fled until apprehended Bve blocks away. After
concluding that Cullis was "ignorant of metropolitan usages," the city imposed

a five-dollar fine and released him.25 In I9IO, anxiety about racial mixing in the
street parks briefly stalled a planned improvement on Third Street. One alderman
initially opposed constructing a cement walkway down the center of the parks out

of a concern that "the idling negroes could not be kept off." The following year,
after completion of the walkway, Black child-nurses raised the hackles of city
officials by moving its park benches to shaded spots. The city responded by chaining
the benches in place, Then, in I913, in response to one aldermans gripe about
negro loafers

"

occupying park benches, the city council authorized the marking of

segregated benches.26

Intolerance of African-Americans' presence was especially pronounced in the
vicinity of the market house that had stood in the center of Poplar Street at First
Street since I888. In I909, as a result of public complaints about noisome fish
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smells from

"

negro lunch stands" in the market house, the city considered an

ordinance to shut down the offending businesses but settled instead on eliminating

the twenty-five-dollar differential between lunch stand and restaurant license fees,

raising the lunch stand rate to fifty dollars per year. When this remedy failed, a
I9IO ordinance removed the stands. Dissatisfied, nearby property owners began to

call for the entire removal of the market house from the street center. They charged
that it "destroys the beauty and symmetry" of the street but, tellingly, also decried it
as

66

11•

a public nuisance

.

,

and 'the rendezvous for loafers."27

By the first decade of the twentieth century, the Poplar Street market was also
becoming a relic of a time when all three cities were deeply invested in facilitating

the cotton trade and truck farming. Most southern cities had at least one area
like Poplar Street. Augusta's "Cotton Row" played the same role, as did the area
around the public market in Columbus, which one local paper called "the largest
free public wagon yard in Dixie."28 The decade-long effort by those in Macon who
wanted to "park" Poplar Street's center illustrates the tensions southern cities faced
as they clung to servicing the cotton trade while also trying to modernize their
downtown districts.

In September I~OI, a debate arose over how to accommodate businessmen

who depended on the country trade. With some merchants calling for opening
to vehicles the recently landscaped Third Street parks, the Macon city council
accompanied its approval of the destruction of the Third Street parks between
Cherry and Mulberry Streets by authorizing the sodding of the centers of Poplar
Street between Second and Fourth Streets. Amid outcry, the council delayed
implementation. During a "lively debate" at a city council meeting in March I902,
one alderman warned that forcing farmers to go outside downtown to tie their

horses would drive trade from the city. His concern prompted adoption of a new
resolution to open the Third Street parks and leave Poplar Street open to the wagon
trade, provided that a majority of property owners consented. The council's six-tofive vote to open Third Street produced a backlash, despite claims that merchants
wanted it. One prominent citizen warned that effectively turning Third Street into
a wagon yard would create a "degrading scene...violative of every just sentiment

which prompts a man of proper feeling to take pride in the city of his home."29 A
group of Third Street merchants circulated a petition to reverse the decision in
an effort "to preserve the beauty and symmetry of the street

and "the impression

made upon visitors by [the street parks]," adding that opening the parks would stir
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Poplar Street, Macon, GA, circa I9IO. The presence of bales of cotton in the center of streets was

common in many southern cities. Scenes like this one may have been a novelty for tourists, but they
were a source of consternation for proponents of the "City Beautiful" ideal. Image Courtey of«A Mark Souther.

up dust and drive away shoppers on a street that had tilted decidedly toward the

dry-goods trade. Counter-petitioners argued instead that much of the wagon trade
had shifted to Poplar after Third Street was closed to wagons. Mayor Bridges Smith,
a resolute beautification advocate, observed that the petition to open Third Street
represented only nine merchants, while the one that favored preserving the parks

drew twenty-two signatures. Declaring that the opposition to opening Third Street
nullified the resolution, Smith vetoed it.30
Although this effort to eliminate the Third Street parks collapsed, the future of
Poplar Street as a cotton storage ground and wagon yard remained uncertain even
as the focus of the debate shifted. Merchants on Poplar became increasingly agitated
about abandoned wagons, equipment, debris, and cotton bales on the street. Their
IS)06 petition for removal of such obstacles led one alderman to urge cleaning up,

curbing, and sodding the center of the street. While a council committee studied
the idea, disgruntled merchants threatened to seek an injunction to remove stored

cotton and abandoned wagons. Although no immediate action followed, the issue
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resurfaced when an alderman introduced a resolution two years later to clean up

and plant the parks, citing their ugly appearance and the problem of horse feed

clogging sewers. The result was a new, if imperfect, municipal commitment to
tidying Poplar Street, an intent reinforced when John T. Moore prepared to take
office as mayor in I9O9 with promises of cultivating a "City Beautiful."31
By I9II, the issue of cotton bales on Poplar Street-a scene sufficiently impressive

to appear on picture postcards for tourists-began to escalate. Although Poplar
Street had been used in such a way since the I83os, the presence of cotton, even
in a city whose economy was inextricably tied to the crop, was now becoming a

liability. One letter writer complained to the Telegraph, "Macon is too much of a city
to allow such a street in the city. Those parks ought to be grassed and planted in
trees." In September, the city council served notice to warehousemen that cotton
had to be removed from the street by March I, I9][2, but with uneven enforcement

the practice persisted. Ultimately, King Cotton's grip on Macon eased as a result of
a boll weevil infestation that swept across Middle Georgia in I9IS, a surge in outmigration by rural labor, and state extension agents' efforts to diversify agriculture

by encouraging cultivation of livestock, forage crops, watermelons, pecans, and

especially peaches.32

Months after the city's cotton storage ban took effect, and despite the plowing and
sowing of grass in the parks, one local observer grumbled that "flocks of pigeons

swoop[ed] down" and ate the seed, while wagons and teams continued to clog parts
of the street not yet planted even though the city had arranged the opening of a

wagon yard outside downtown. Nevertheless, the "parking" of Poplar continued,
and farmers' wagons increasingly yielded to automobiles. Between I9I3 and
I9I6, the city planted rows of pecan trees to shade the Poplar Street parks and

privet hedges to protect them from foot traffic. In I9I4, the city also christened
all thirteen blocks of Macon's downtown parkways with names memorializing
illustrious men in the city's history, a further sign that the street-park movement
was becoming entrenched.33

Prior to the mid-I9Ios, those who had commented on the wide streets of Georgia's
fall line cities believed they were sufficiently or even excessively wide. Growing
automobile adoption produced a dramatic shift, one suggested by a description of the

flood of Easter shoppers into downtown Macon in I9I4 in the Macon Telegraph, which
observed, "If the automobiles, which almost clogged Macon's wide streets yesterday
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during shopping hours, had been placed in Atlanta's narrow streets, they would have
had to be taken to pieces to get them out."34 How to alleviate traffic congestion and
satisfy the insatiable demand for parking-and whether to do so at the expense of
parkways-became major points of contention over the next four decades.

In Augusta, where dual streetcar tracks had occupied the center of Broad Street
since I89O, the first automobile parking regulations appeared in the Igios. In I916.

when a new regulation required parking along the outer curbs , the Augusta Chronicle

complained that Broad Street was now "an open-air, free-for-all garage." Three
years later, the city limited parking to the strips along the tracks. The resulting
merchant outcry forced a revision that restored time-limited outer-curb parking.
With merchants still unhappy, in I920 the municipal government permitted
automobiles to park at an angle in the center to either side of the tracks as well as

along the sidewalk curbs, magnifying the Chronicle's concern.35 The next two decades
saw periodic clashes between merchants, who clamored for more parking, and

the city, which repeatedly sought to limit sidewalk-curb parking. The removal of
streetcars in I938 facilitated pushing center parking inward and creating a third

traffic lane in each direction. Now a six-lane street with four aisles of parking,
Broad Street could better support the boast that it "provide[d] more driving space
through a business thoroughfare than any other street in the United States."36
With no parkways in the heart of downtown, debates about Broad Street between
the ]19Ios and I950s, like those in most US cities, were confined to those between
merchants and municipal officials over whether streets were primarily for efficient

traffic or auto parking.

The presence of center parks created a different dynamic in Columbus and Macon
from that in Augusta: streets for traffic and parking versus streets that balanced
these needs with the provision of park space. As in Augusta, these cities' merchants
demanded more on-street parking in front of their stores, but in their case they

did so even at the risk of destroying a distinctive visitor attraction. In Columbus,
women's clubs, especially garden clubs, became vocal advocates for parkway

preservation. While their Augusta counterparts forged a close-if sometimes
challenging-partnership with city government to beautify the par]In¥ays on Greene
Street and the residential sections of Broad Street, Columbus clubwomen directed
their energies toward fending off the reduction or elimination of similar spaces

in the heart of their downtown. They were able to do so because they were safely
removed from downtown merchants' objections.37 Their campaign unfolded
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separately from one led by the Macon Telegraph and the city council in Macon; indeed,
it is startling how unaware parkway preservationists appear to have been of similar

battles being waged elsewhere in their own state. Nevertheless, the two cities'
parkway guardians shared a similar ethos: the nation's widest streets were more

than mere conveyors of motor vehicles through their respective downtowns. Like
other components of the urban landscape, they were places that elicited the same

preservationist sentiments as buildings or houses. In addition, parkway protectors
in Columbus and Macon not only argued for the parkways' aesthetic value, but also
advocated their economic and environmental benefits.

In Columbus, the two competing daily newspapers often disagreed over whether
to offer editorial support for merchants' plea for more parking to accommodate

shoppers and farmers in town from throughout the Chattahoochee Valley to
buy provisions and sell produce, or for preserving the Broad Street parkway
as a distinctive civic asset. In contrast, Macon's two daily newspapers, owned
by the same company, steadfastly endorsed park preservation. The two cities'
municipal governments also varied in their stances toward parkways. Columbus
city commissioners usually supported merchants' calls for more space for cars until

protesting women forced them to backpedal. Conversely, Macon's aldermen proved
much more consistently supportive of street-park preservation, even at the expense

of angering businessmen. Unlike in Columbus, then, the proactive and staunch
advocacy of street parks by newspapers and city officials appears to explain why

Macon women's clubs played, at most, a supporting rather than a leading role.
In I9I9, in the first known call for removing the Broad Street center park,
an anonymous "Citizen" wrote to the Columbus Ledger to urge its elimination to
accommodate more automobiles in the interest of "a greater Columbus." "Citizen
charged that while the parkway was "pretty," it was "not kept up as it should be" and

was "a waste when we need it in our expansion movement." A few months later, in
his New Year's message, Mayor joe Couch echoed the argument: "While our wide
streets are very much to the envy of many other cities, our busy Broad is too narrow
for the city's rapid growth. From there, the Ledger led the charge for widening the

Broad Street roadways even as city hall retreated. For the next three years, the Ledger
kept the issue alive with regular editorials that decried congestion and cast removal

of the parkway as a progressive step. Columbus's unusually wide main street had
boundless potential to stoke the city's growth, one editorial argued, if only the

city's people would get out of country-town ways, ideas and sentiments. " Another
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editorial charged that "sentiment may inject a little opposition to [removing the
parkway], but [a] practical business viewpoint ought to govern."38

In I922-23, merchants supported plans to cut thirty feet from Broad Street's
56- foot-wide center park and move the streetcar tracks from the edges of the

parkway to the middle between Ninth and Fifteenth Streets. In response, members
of the Women's Federated Clubs of Columbus appeared before the city commission
to protest reduction of the Broad Street parkway and urge further beautification.
The organization's president, Henrietta Blanchard, then sixty-four years old,
was a native of Edisto Island, South Carolina, and a prominent civic figure and
clubwoman in Columbus. She was the wife of William R. Blanchard, who coowned the Blanchard & Booth department store on Broad Street. Mr. Blanchard,
who would sell his interest in the store just two years later, was perhaps silent
for this reason as his wife challenged his fellow merchants, who sought better

accommodation of shoppers. Speaking for her organization, Blanchard made
aesthetic arguments that many others in both Columbus and Macon would echo
in the ensuing years. She described her vision of the parkway filled with pecan
trees, palms and palmettos, electric fountains stocked with goldfish, and "tropically

beautiful" gardens. "Those ofyou who have visited Savannah, she said, "know
what we mean." Blanchard also cited the economic benefits of a beautified Broad
Street, which she called Columbus's greatest asset. Tourists "would hardly be
induced to come to Columbus to see the widest paved street in the world, she
quipped, apparently not considering that Columbus could not even rightly claim

that superlative among Georgia's fallline cities. At a time when Macon and Augusta
were stops along routes of the recently completed Dixie Highway System, Blanchard
understood Columbus boosters' desire to overcome its lack of a popular northsouth highway connection.39

The debate over Broad Street also involved the Columbus Electric and Power Co.,
which operated the street railway system and hoped to avoid the expense of moving

its streetcar tracks and power poles on Broad. The local attorney A. S. Bradley, who
represented the company, contributed an op-ed article to the Enquirer-Sun in which
he argued that the parkway was an asset "for which millions of dollars would be paid

in any large city" and should be beautified to attract tourists in the way Blanchard's
organization advocated. He also offered another justification, environmental
quality. At a time when southern cities' tourism boosters tended to obscure the
extremes in their climate by touting a mild mean annual temperature and high
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annual average number of days with sunshine, Bradley argued that the "heat in
Columbus is excessive in the summer-time" and that "green parkways" would
4,

absorb some of the heat of your hot pavement."40

In rebuttal, the Columbus Ledger took aim at Blanchard, Bradley, and an Enquirer-Sun
editorial that supported them. Although the Ledger did not single out Blanchardpossibly because her husband's store was a major advertiser-and did not directly

mention women, it repeated the word "sentiment," a coded term for a supposed

feminine perspective that it had lobbed the previous year. The Ledger tried to
diminish the voice of the Federated Women's Clubs by asking if it was worth it "to
divert trade from Broadway to other sections in order to save a little grass and
please a few who insist that sentiment is more important than progress. "Fln a
follow-up editorial, the newspaper further disparaged parkway preservationists

as "opposition from certain sections, which is a bit noisy at times." The Ledger was
not so oblique in its condemnation of Bradley, Columbus Electric and Power, and
the Enquirer-Sun. Subsequent editorials called out each by name, accusing them of
blocking progress to save the streetcar operator an unwanted expense. The feud
between the two papers continued for several months . The Enquirer- Sun ridiculed
the Ledger's claim "that women are sentimentalists and therefore not fitted [sic] to
help decide what's best for their city."42 In the end, the company moved its tracks to
the center, but the city commissioners-sensing the need to balance the conflicting

demands of their constituents-settled for trimming only six feet from the center

park and promised to beautify the remainder.43

Ironically, the same city commissioners who seemed unwilling to take any action
(even on the scale of a few city blocks) that might rankle merchants or beautification

advocates also approved Columbus's boldest urban planning move to date. In I925,

the commissioners hired the renowned urban planner John Nolen to spend a year
studying Columbus and preparing a comprehensive city plan. Nolen, whose plans
in other cities always prescribed extensive park and parkway systems, was "thrilled

when [he] saw the downtown section and "greatly pleased with the magnificent

streets and the great trees." Echoing parkway preservationists, Nolen praised the
"foresight of the design" of wide streets, which "in addition to furnishing adequate

space for the circulation of traffic permits easy access of air currents." He waxed
poetic about the beauty of Columbus's street trees, observing the "play of light and
shadow on roads, lawns and walks," "the ceaseless motion ... of the leaves,
their role in lending "dignity to the street."44

and
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If Nolen was "thrilled" by Columbus's grid of wide streets in downtown, he was

appalled by the unplanned appearance of outlying areas. Even as debates raged
about the future of Broad Street's parkway, Nolen sought to extend that quality
beyond the city center. In his resulting plan, he proposed a southeastward
extension of Broad Street through Golden Park to connect downtown with a
network of greenbelts along the Chattahoochee River, Lindsay Creek, and Bull
Creek. Nolen urged that the new boulevard match Broad Street's wide parkway and
envisioned a "small formal open space" suitable for a commemorative monument at

the southern end of Broad Street to create a vista anchor for both the street and the
boulevard. He called for two or four rows of trees and suggested that perhaps the
choice of flowering cherry trees "would mark Columbus with a feature that would

soon be as noted as is the Basin in Potomac Park in the Capital City."45
The city soon renamed Broad Street "Broadway" and would complete the extension
of the boulevard ten years later, but despite Nolen's admiration for the parkway,
the minor narrowing of the parkway in 1925 did not satisfy automotive apostles

for long. The I929 sale of the morning Enquirer-Sun to its afternoon rival, the
Columbus Ledger, resulted in the loss of an important mouthpiece for Broadway

preservationists; thereafter, parkway advocacy felllargely to vigilant Columbus
clubwomen. They took action again in I935 following a recommendation to the
city commission to cut Broadway's parkway to only twelve feet. The commissioners
received protest petitions from the Muscogee County League ofWomen Voters, the
Oglethorpe Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution, and the United

Garden Clubs (UGC), the latter an umbrella organization formed in I933 to
coordinate and represent the city's many garden clubs. The outcry led an equivocal
Mayor J. Homer Dimon to declare his opposition to cutting the parkway by more
than a few feet.46

Five years passed before the Merchants Association of Columbus called for reducing
the parkway by at least twenty feet to increase parking to

extend every courtesy

"

to shoppers from throughout the Chattahoochee Valley. The Sundqy Ledger-Enquirer
followed with a supporting editorial the next day. This time, Mayor Ed ward
Murrah told a Merchants Association delegation headed by J. Dupont Kirven
of Kirven's Department Store that merchants would have to raise the funds for
any parkway cut.47 Some three-dozen concerned women, led by Garden Club of
Georgia president Mattie Hatcher Flournoy, showed up at the next commission
meeting. The fifty-seven-year-old Flournoy was the founder of Columbus's first
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garden club, past president of UGC, and widow of Reynolds Flournoy, once one
of the city's leading real estate men. Flournoy chastised merchants for allowing
employees to park their cars all day in front of Broadway stores and called for offstreet parking lots. She argued that the city would be shortsighted to destroy what
would require a fortune and two or three generations' time to restore, pointing to

Savannah as a city where trees and parks were valued. After she finished, Kirven
said that he was "overwhelmed by the delegation of good ladies" and, while he

believed shoppers needed more street parking, he had come to see how the women

viewed the matter and concluded, "I think I have found out." The room echoed
with applause.48 In case the message was not clear, UGC delivered a petition signed
by some six hundred women to city commissioners two weeks later, followed by a

letter to the Enquirer by UGC president Martha Mizell (Mrs. Thomas A.) Davis who,
in an argument that melded environmental and economic rationales, warned that

removing trees on Broadway "would not only destroy its beauty but would increase
the heat from the pavements to such a degree that there would be very little business
during the middle of the day."49

Seeing no path forward, downtown merchants were ready to compromise by early
I941 . After consulting several dozen women's clubs and civic organizations , the
Merchants Association asked the city commission to hire a traffic expert to study
Broadway. The organization extended another olive branch to the city's clubwomen
in the form o f a resolution against cutting the parkway and in favor of beautifying

it instead.50 Although beautification was postponed during World War Il, in I946
UGC commissioned Hubert Owens, a University of Georgia landscape architect
who had produced a similar beautification plan for Augusta's parkways ten years
earlier. Owens recommended a twelve- foot walkway running the length of the
parkway, holly hedges, and sugarberry or red oak trees and lower "umbrella" trees

at regular intervals. Despite city and merchant approval, the city manager ignored
Owens's plan and began laying a winding path through the parkway that garden club
women scored for its ugliness, leading the city commission to halt further work.

Although the jacksonville, Florida, planner George W. Simons Jr. (hired by the city
in I948) concluded that the parkway was an asset worth keeping, merchants balked

at his recommendation that the city invest in off-street lots or garages. Instead, the
Merchants Association asked the city to cut twelve more feet from the parkway. 51

UGC warned it would not accept a twelve-foot cut but might tolerate the loss of
six feet if the city beautified the remainder. The plan faced delays because some
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merchants rejected an assessment per front foot to fund narrowing the parkway. 52
In I949, merchants also seized on the annual appearance of thousands of purple

martins that roosted nightly in the sugarberry trees in one block of Broadway as

a good reason to eliminate the parkway. One merchant groused that the spectacle
(and smell) was "ridiculous for a town this size, and that the city commission
66
should quit letting women run the city." That year and again in I95O, local leaders
waged war on the birds, shaking the trees, stringing lights through them, ringing

large bells, lobbing fireworks, Roman candles, and railroad flares, and firing
shotguns into the treetops-all to no avail. Finally, in I95I, the city cut down the
trees, prompting further garden club protest before planting live oaks in their
place.53 With full-scale beautification languishing, in 1954, the city contemplated
reducing the parkway to ten feet to provide room for six lanes of traffic and four

rows of angle parking, as on Augusta's Broad Street. The Merchants Association
abandoned its spirit of compromise from the previous decade and now proposed
cutting the parkway to only four feet, although one merchant called the plan a
"hysterical" reaction to "a couple of shopping centers opening" in the suburbs.54

Once more, women came to the rescue of Broadway's parkway. In February I954,
about fifty women showed up at a city commission meeting and argued the matter

with a similar number of businessmen. Former UGC president Martha Mizell Davis
described this flght as "Ouster's last stand." After three months, the Merchants
Association and the city commission each voted to suspend further consideration
of cutting the parkway. For decades the Columbus Enquirer had either advocated street
parking over "parked" streets or, at most, equivocated to balance the opposing
interests of merchants and clubwomen, but now the paper editorialized that the
"downtown parkway is one of the city's most valued assets, and we hope the matter

of cutting it down will not arise again." This time the city and UGC moved forward
cooperatively. The city planted petunias on the parkway and shared the cost of

placing ornamental fountains in three of the parkway "squares." Completed in
I955' the fountains inspired the city to adopt "The Fountain City" as a promotional
moniker eleven years later.55 Women activists saved the parkway through their

persistence, which built a fragile civic consensus that enshrined Broadway in the
city's identity.

The parks in Macon's three I80 -foot-wide downtown streets faced similar pressures
to those on Columbus's Broad Street/Broadway between the I9Ios and I95os. As
in Columbus, women in Macon defended the green spaces in their wide downtown
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streets. Thanks to a single daily newspaper publisher and city council that both
favored street park preservation-even at the expense of alienating downtown

merchants and property owners-women's garden clubs were for the most part

publicly silent on the downtown parks through the first half of the twentieth

century. It is possible that club members applied pressure behind the scenes, but
with few surviving municipal papers beyond city council minutes from this period,
any such activity lies hidden.

Why did the Telegraph and most municipal officials defend the street parks so
vociferously? Perhaps Macon's history as a well-planned city (a history closely
interlaced with the romance of its purported inspiration by ancient Babylon and
stories of its founding arborist Simri Rose's passion for beautification) imbued the
city's park defenders with special energy. Or perhaps they were emboldened because
the street parks were not on Macon's principal retail street, Cherry Street. In
contrast to the linear business districts in Augusta and Columbus, Macon's primary
business street did not bear the same burden of heavy traffic as a result of the

city's more well-proportioned downtown. Macon's wide streets were nonetheless
contested spaces, and its street-park advocates used strikingly similar arguments to

those of Columbus parkway defenders to protect them.
As early as I9~[6, Maconites saw the problems of accommodating more automobiles
from throughout Middle Georgia. Although the Macon Telegraph opined that
widening the streets was unnecessary because

46

there are few cities with such wide

streets," that same year brought the first suggestion of trimming five feet off the

sidewalks on Cherry Street to relieve emerging congestion, accompanied by the
prediction that any effort to cut into the parks on surrounding streets, especially on

Third Street, "would meet with considerable opposition." The years that followed
validated this prediction. In a I920 city council meeting, Mayor Glen Toole
expressed sadness that many "beautiful streets ... have been encroached upon and

disfigured, depriving Macon of features that reflected the wisdom of its original
planners. Former Telegraph editor W. T. Anderson commented, "She has butchered
her wide streets, and there has never yet been a foot of it given up but Macon has
lived to regret it." Similarly, the Telegraph columnist and former mayor Bridges
Smith asserted in I923, "[L]ittle green spots in the heart of town ... give a touch of
sentiment to the prosaic business section."56
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Even before the first attempt to narrow Macon's street parks to provide more
space for cars, Smith crafted preemptive aesthetic, environmental, and economic
arguments in defense of the parks. In a wishful tone Smith wrote: "There will be
many to protest against the doing away of these beautiful little parks, with their cool
shade and grass carpets for the children in the hot afternoons, and as resting places

for tired pedestrians. The town-loving citizen will add his protest against removing
something that every visitor expresses his admiration for. These features, he
argued, made Macon different from Atlanta. Only a few months later, in May I924,
downtown businessmen filed the first petition to cut back Turpin Park, located
in the center of Third Street between Poplar and Plum Streets.57 The petition
initiated an unrelenting assault on the broader street-park system. Indeed, the
fifteen years between I926 and I941 saw at least eight more attempts to reduce or

eliminate one or more street parks. In every case the Macon Telegraph and city council
firmly opposed them.

Arguments against parkway cuts in Macon mirrored those in Columbus and
included claims about the aesthetic and economic value of street parks. In a I924
column, Smith worried that the city would lose the benefits of beautification in
producing a modern, progressive urban appearance if it gave free rein to those

who favored accommodating the automobile. He called the streets of Macon's
pre-beautification years an

6,

unsightly mess" "littered with blades of fodder, corn

husks, cotton lint and every conceivable variety of trash, and wagons. The Telegraph
1

"
UN]othing could make the down-town section uglier than to eliminate
its street parks that "break the monotony of a brick and concrete architecture.

averrea,

6 fl. T

Another Telegraph column noted the economic value of street parks as Macon's
biggest tourist attraction.58

In addition to championing aesthetic beauty as an attraction for tourists,
preservationists voiced fears that removal or reduction of street parks would make

downtown Macon unbearable in the summer. Although not offered in explicitly
environmentalist terms, they demonstrated an understanding that vegetation was

an important aspect of livability in subtropical cities. In response to merchants'
call in I924 to cut down the sugarberry trees and eliminate Turpin Park, a Telegraph
editorial warned that removing trees and vegetation "leaves the city a blistering,

hot, repulsive, common market-place, like most other cities. After the city council
refused a follow-up petition by merchants to destroy Turpin Park in I926, Eugenia
D. B. (Mrs. W. D.) Lamar, then a fifty-nine-year-old civic leader best known for
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her active role in the United Daughters of the Confederacy, congratulated the
city for refusing "to make our city a Sahara of concrete. When city aldermen C.
H. Hunnicutt and B. F. Merritt attempted to widen the Third Street roadways by
narrowing its street parks in I928, the Telegraph again employed an environmental
argument when it editorialized, "Nothing could make it more undesirable in the
summer, when (the chamber of commerce permitting) steaming air rises from the

pavements."59

Following repeated attempts to increase parking space by reducing the street parks,
the Macon Junior Chamber of Commerce proposed changing course. In 1939,
the jaycees convinced the city to eliminate parallel parking for one week along

the sides of the Third Street parks from Mulberry to Plum Streets to open two
additional lanes of traffic. By some accounts the experiment worked. Three peach
buyers who spent several weeks in Macon each summer to take advantage of its
location in Middle Georgia's so-called "Peach Belt" told the Telegraph that the change
had reduced congestion so much that they could now make telephone calls from

their rooms in the Dempsey Hotel at Third and Cherry without having to close
their windows to drown out constant horn-blowing by agitated motorists. The
Jaycees persuaded the city council to codify the change through an ordinance, but

other merchants balked as the holiday shopping season approached, leading to the

abandonment of the law.60 Further efforts to alter downtown parking awaited the
postwar years.

Unlike in Columbus, where women's garden clubs regularly organized to protect
the Broadway parkway, or Augusta, where similar organizations working closely
with the city to conserve and beautify that city's parkways, Macon women do not
appear to have organized against threats to street parks, except sporadically, until

the I95Os. In fact, in I95O, Telegraph women's editor Blythe McKay lamented

that Macon's garden clubs were inert in these matters. Perturbed after the city
"whacked" the pecan trees in the Poplar Street parks, she urged the Federated

Garden Clubs of Macon to "get out of its own yard and turn a hand to civic
gardening interests. "61

Under Mayor B. F. Merritt, the issue of pecan trees in the Poplar Street parks
resurfaced in I954 when the city council's parks committee recommended

cutting down all forty-six pecan trees in the three blocks between First Street
and Broadway. As in previous years, the Telegraph editorial office took the lead in
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questioning this plan. Clara (Mrs. W. 0.) Kinney, a former city councilwoman and
widow of a cotton factor turned pecan grower, echoed the concern, warning that

cutting the trees was a prelude to removal of the parks. Telegraph reporter Sue Myrick
also called for saving the pecan trees. She quipped that if the "city fathers" had ever
intended

66

to produce a nut crop and thus add to the city's income," the lack of

interest among their "sons" had ensured the plan's failure. As opposition mounted,
the city council shrank from ordering the trees' removal. To bolster this reluctance,
44
the Telegraph reprinted Merritt's I953 campaign pledge to support Preservation of
all City parks in their present form" and listed six city council members elected
that year who indicated they did not favor cutting the parks to address parking

problems.62 Although some Maconites urged removing the trees and even the
parks, a clear majority of letters printed by the Telegraph repeated familiar aesthetic,
economic, and environmental arguments in favor of the street parks.

The matter rested until I956, when the city introduced plans to transform Poplar
Street from First Street to Broadway from a four-lane street divided by a wide
parkway into an "expressway-type street" with only narrow strips to divide traffic

lanes from each other and from parking zones to either side. This plan prompted
the first intervention by the Federated Garden Clubs of Macon, which became
further embroiled in controversy when the city dug up camellias in the parks just

days before the annual meeting of the American Camellia Society, headquartered
in nearby Peach County. Undeterred, the city cut down the pecan trees and
narrowed the parkway from sixty to twenty-four feet. The Telegraph, which had
been unwavering in its opposition to street-park alterations for more than thirty

years, now seemed weary of battle. Noting the paper's longtime opposition, an
editorial acknowledged that in keeping twenty-four feet of the parkway, the city was

compromising with opponents. The Telegraph doubted that the result would be worth
the change, given a recent study that found ample off-street parking space even at

peak times, but concluded resignedly, "[T]he experiment may as well be tried."63
Thereafter, the matter of Macon's street parks settled considerably.

When the fallline cities' street parks next drew attention it was not for want
of more space for cars. Traffic pressures leveled off as suburban areas began
to absorb retail expansion. Attention turned from how to manage downtown
growth to how to stave off downtown decline. This emergent concern led to
efforts to use the cities' wide streets to stimulate new interest in downtowns

from increasingly suburbanized populations. The advent of suburban shopping
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malls in the mid-Igsos soon inspired plans to transform downtown streets into

pedestrian malls in cities throughout the United States following an influential
implementation in Kalamazoo, Michigan, in 1958.64 From the late I950s to the

mid-I9 7 Os, Augusta, Columbus, and Macon sought to turn streets into malls.

Columbus was the first of the three cities to embrace downtown renewal. On a
new commission from the recently formed Downtown Improvement Association,
the planner Simons prepared a new study in ][958. One of his recommendations
was the incremental redevelopment of Broadway between Ninth and Twelfth
Streets into a pedestrian mall.65 The following year, the Metropolitan Planning
Commission expressed hope that such a project might produce a "county fair"
atmosphere for downtown. With downtown property values declining, in I961

the city commission lent support to fuller investigation of a mall. In the summer
of I962, Knoxville Downtown Association representatives came to Columbus on
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invitation to discuss how the eastern Tennessee city had created the Market Square
pedestrian mall, one with continuous concrete canopies between stores. Despite
the seeming momentum, unexpectedly high costs led the city to shelve plans for

sidewalk canopies in I963· The same problem stymied canopies along the fountains
and the ends of parkways two years later. Meanwhile, the Fountain City allowed
its Broadway fountains to deteriorate, a problem that echoed decades of similar
concerns about the condition of the parkway. 66

One last attempt to fashion a pedestrian mall emerged in I975 when business
leaders tapped the Washington, DC, architect Arthur Cotton Moore to devise
a revitalization plan for downtown Columbus. Moore liked the old Columbus
Iron Works and other industrial buildings along the river and envisioned using
them in new ways and linking them with the Broadway shopping district. He saw
Broadway's vast expanse as problematic because it discouraged interaction from
one side of the street to the other. As part of a $50,000 redevelopment plan,
inspired by San Antonio's Paseo del Rio, he imagined a canal on the western side
66

of Broadway, offices above shops in a new row of buildings in the existing parkway,
and a pedestrian mall on the eastern side of the street. Moore intoned that only
something "dramatic" could jar downtown from its lethargy. 67 Although his concept
failed as a result of local boosters' incredulousness at its extravagance, Moore's work
did shape downtown revitalization. The city government purchased the Columbus
Iron Works for redevelopment into a civic center, while private interests renovated
old buildings in the vicinity of Broadway into new developments such as Rankin

Square, modeled after Larimer Square in Denver. For its part, the fountainstudded Broadway parkway has remained an intact feature.68
While Columbus debated a pedestrian mall, Augusta planners weighed options
for revamping Broad Street, raising the possibility of a parkway there for the first
time since the I890s. Not only did Broad Street have the same problem of extreme
width that diminished the liveliness of pedestrian use, shoppers could scarcely cross
the street's six traffic lanes and four parking aisles without risking life and limb.

In addition, with retailers stretching more than one mile along the street, many
shoppers felt little incentive to walk from end to end. Local leaders fretted about the
impact of new suburban shopping centers on an especially inconvenient downtown.

A I 962 Augusta-Richmond County Planning Commission report suggested adding
a parkway on Broad Street, removing parking to off-street garages, and creating
a pedestrian mall along the adjacent and much narrower Ellis Street, with rear
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entrances to Broad Street stores.69 A new plan prepared six years later by Paul
Muldawer and Associates of Atlanta jettisoned this concept in favor of tackling the
Broad Street issue more directly. The Muldawer plan included a parkway on Broad
but recommended a reduction from six to four lanes. It also featured two air-rights
expansion buildings for department stores that would span the street's width.70

After six more years of inertia, downtown leaders were desperate for action. Their
dissatisfaction was veiled in language about shabbiness but also reflected Broad
Street's increasing tilt toward discount retailers frequented by poorer AfricanAmerican shoppers. Accordingly, they hired the renowned architect I. M. Pei,
who envisioned "a perpetual fair" on Augusta's main street. Pei's plan interspersed
park areas and sunken auto parking bays in the centers of four blocks of Broad
Street from Sixth to Tenth Streets. Working around the Confederate monumentwhose removal was out of the question-he sculpted serpentine brick walks lined by

concrete-walled landscape features. Trees shaded the park areas, and continuous
flower boxes masked the parking bays along the twin roadways. Pei included
fountain pools along the parkway ends at each intersection, as well as a geometrical

building containing a visitors' center in the median near Sixth Street. Pei's design,
christened Bicentennial Park, opened on july 4, I976.7r Although the opening
of two malls in the western suburbs of Augusta in I978 emptied downtown of its
anchor retailers by the early I98os, Broad Street's redesign probably prevented
steeper decline by making the thoroughfare more pedestrian-friendly and creating

an asset that might connect to later plans, such as the one in I982 by the American
City Corporation (a James Rouse Co. subsidiary) of Columbia, Maryland, that
resulted in the Augusta Riverwalk. Unfortunately, the extreme width of Broad
Street may have limited Bicentennial Park's ability to match the success of Lawrence
Halprin's less dramatic I977 redesign of the much narrower Main Street in

Greenville, South Carolina.72
Macon leaders also considered ways to make downtown streets a focus for
revitalization but initially sought to offset the effects of suburbanization by

encouraging a downtown facsimile of a standard enclosed mall. In I968, Mills
B. Lane Jr., the chief executive of Atlanta-based Citizens and Southern (C&S)
National Bank and a major investor in Savannah's historic preservation efforts,
announce d a plan for a new C&S office building and adjacent indoor mall called
Commerce Square in downtown Macon. It would be a cooperative effort with the
Atlanta-based mall developer Cousins Properties and Atlanta's Rich's Department
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Store.73 Anticipating the opening of I-I6 from downtown Macon to Savannah
and its connection to 1-75 (the principal interstate route between Michigan and
Florida), the syndicate planned to demolish a historic passenger-rail station
(designed in IgI6 by Alfred T. Fellheimer of Reed and Stem, who also led design
work for Grand Central Terminal in New York) to build the mall. The failure
to obtain an I-I6 interchange and the Riches' decision to commit to the planned
Macon Mall in the suburbs killed Commerce Square. The plan's collapse opened
the way for the preservation of Macon Terminal Station, but an effort to transform
it along the lines of the Chattanooga Choo-Choo project in the Tennessee city's
Terminal Station failed.74
Macon's station provided an anchor for a subsequent plan to convert two blocks of

Cherry Street into a pedestrian mall. Cherry Street Promenade was an outgrowth
of a I968 downtown Macon plan produced by Adley Associates ofAtlanta that had
anticipated Commerce Square as an eastern anchor to Macon's leading retail street.
Like Pei in Augusta, Adley emphasized visual upgrades and redevelopment projects
along Cherry Street with the same goal of a mall-like experience.75 The City of
Macon arranged for a simpler pedestrian mall whose $I00,000 cost wasa fraction
ofAugusta's $4 million Bicentennial Park. It laid railroad crossties in the middle

of Cherry Street and poured concrete inside them for plazas and dirt for landscape
features. Federated Garden Clubs donated many of the trees and shrubs. Umbrellashaded tables and benches completed the "instant" mall, which literally overlaid the

existing asphalt street. Leaders calculated that the Cherry Street Promenade might
catalyze public interest while the city pursued other revitalization efforts, including

a fagade restoration program on Cotton Avenue (a diagonal street that sliced
through the city's downtown grid) and a plan to bulldoze much of Macon's once
proud African-American main street, Broadway, to fashion a new gateway from
I-I6 to a proposed multiuse complex arrayed around Terminal Station.76
Meanwhile, Macon's street parks passed through the I960s in a state ofbenign
neglect. No longer did automobile enablers threaten the street parks, but the parks
did not enjoy the same scrutiny and care as in previous decades. In I965, a recently
formed Downtown Council in the Chamber of Commerce looked into beautifying
the street parks. It secured the Atlanta architect Edward Daugherty, known for his
redesign of Marietta Square in Marietta, Georgia. The Downtown Council carried
out Daugherty's plan in the Mulberry Street parks in 1968-69. Meanwhile, the city
government spearheaded a redesign in 1970 of Poplar Street into "The Avenue of
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Flags," relying on community sponsors to underwrite the cost of placing the flags of

US states and territories on twin rows of poles in the center parks." Soon after, the
city and the Downtown Council turned to US Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) funding to implement Ellamae Ellis League's plan for the
Third Street parks. Anticipating Macon's Cherry Blossom Festival by a decade, her
design incorporated rows of flowering cherry trees anchored by sycamores at the

ends of each park, as well as a commercial pavilion and brick-paved walks.78

The extremely wide streets of Georgia's fall line cities were distinctive but
problematic assets. The plans and debates they prompted were always inseparable
from the long bid to stake these cities' claims as beacons of the New South. Ample
space neither obviated the need for careful planning nor prevented clashes over the

use of streets. Beginning in the late nineteenth century, their width inspired both
economic and aesthetic visions that often seemed irreconcilable. Parkway advocates
initially battled the prevalent notion that streets existed chiefly to facilitate the

cotton trade. Rising automobile use in the early to mid-twentieth century brought
tremendous pressure to optimize the streets' potential for traffic flow or parking,

uses that coexisted in tension. The presence of center parks further complicated
matters, and parkway preservationists learned that these "green spots in the heart of
town required caref~1 tending-not only horticulturally but also politically.

In all three cities parkways were not only physical but also symbolic spaces. From
their inception, their superlative dimensions lent boosters a bragging point even as

Augusta, Macon, and Columbus lost ground to an ascendant Atlanta. In the twentieth
century, the streets played a role in shaping or reflecting efforts to brand all three

cities. Augusta adopted the slogan "The Garden City of the South" in I924 as a
reflection of its interest in city beautification. Columbus's I966 adoption of "The
Fountain City" as its slogan suggested a reinforcement of its interest in beautifying its
main street. Belatedly, Macon, where the "parking" of downtown streets had started
first, took up the slogan "A City in a Park" in I978.79 Yet, in all three cities, the
extreme width of these streets produced a mismatch between their outsize promise
and their failure to play the anticipated leading role in downtown revitalization.

Finally, for most of their history, the three cities' wide streets were shaped chiefly
by and for the White halves of their populations. African Americans, exemplified
by Tom Cullis's aforementioned misfortune on Mulberry Street, learned to be
wary of enjoying the velvet-green lawns, fountains, and shade trees that made these
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streets civic attractions. As elsewhere, the demise ofjim Crow coincided with the
acceleration ofWhite flight to the suburbs, leaving declining central cities with
increasingly Black populations. Although the pedestrian-oriented revitalization
efforts of the I9505-7os crafted streetscapes that were accessible to all, they

reflected the same broader concerns about attracting mostly White suburbanites
and tourists that characterized downtown renewal efforts throughout the United
States. More recently, Macon's commissioning of the African-American landscape
designer Walter Hood.jr. to refashion the center of Poplar Street as Macon Yards
(completed in 2005), a historically evocative assemblage of public art, street

furniture, and landscape features, offered a counterpoint to the longtime Whitecontrolled planning and use of the Georgia fall line cities' parkways.80 It remains to
be seen whether broadly conceived planning efforts may make other extraordinarily

wide streets in Columbus, Augusta, and Macon proving grounds for more inclusive
and inviting civic spaces.

MR. SOUTHERis a pro~essor ofhistog at Cleueland State Universig. He resides in Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
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